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Scale  dependence of
different cosmic components
In  a  LCDM  model

•Coincidence paradox:
why now ?

if earlier… no structure would form

•Vacuum fine  tuning paradox

� 1:10^56  at  EW  transition
Let alone Planck time….

LCDM  problems

≠

w    -1
and  dynamical DE:

Fine tuning eased (may be..)
Coincidence still a problem

These potentials admit

tracker solutions:                   
NO  dependence on               
initial conditions on  the  field

DE as a self-interacting
scalar  field (Wetterich 1988,
Ratra & Peebles 1988)          

Λ GeV

Brax & Martin

1999, 2001

≈

≠

Coupled DE  case

Coincidence eased as well

Energy  flow  from
CDM to DE:

High z :
DE  density is purely kinetical
dilutes rapidly,  but it continues
to be fed

Low z:
DE  field attains values
making the  potential term
dominant:

Then it overcomes matter density
and causes cosmic acceleration

Wetterich C. 1995,  Amendola L., 2000, etc.

Different approaches:  
* Neutrino DE (Wood-Vasey et al arxiv:0701040,

Hung P.Q. arxiv:0010126, Blatt J.R. et al:0812.1895v1, etc.

But see: Bjaelde & Hannestad, arxiv:0812.1895v1)
* Coupling with T(d): Gavela M.B. et al, arxiv:0901.1611
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Common examples of tracker potentials

RP

SUGRA

w≠-1 and

Dynamical DE

LCDM problems Coupled DE



ν-mass experiments

Neutrino oscillation solar, reactor experiments

atmospheric, accel. beam

Tritium β-decay MAINZ & TROISZK        m(νe) < 2-3 eV

(1997 - 2005)                                               

KATRIN                          sensitivity 0.2 eV

(from 2012)
τ / y > τ / y =

Double β-decay Heidelberg-Moskow 76Ge → 76Se 1.9e25 (0.69-4.18)e25

Cuoricino / Cuore 130Te → 130Xe 2.9e24

NEMO 82Se → 82Mo

GERDA

Klapdor et al.

To repeat
Heidelberg-Moskow
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νnucl mMZ)G(Q,=

τ
m(νe) = (0.1-0.9) eV (3σ)

Assume 

neutrino to be a 

Majorana spinor

Neutrino mass

eingenstates different from

flavor eigenstates
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ANTISYMMETRIC  EFFECTS  OF  NEUTRINO  MASS  &  CDM-DE  COUPLING

MMC  models

(mildly mixed
coupled models)

BEST FIT  LCDM

&  (nearly)

BEST FIT

MILDLY-MIXED

COUPLED SUGRA

3 ν’s yielding
Mν=0.9 eV

β = 0.15 

see

below

OPPOSITE EFFECTS ON TR. FN. BY

COUPLING AND NEUTRINO MASS Opposite effects on Cl

data  WMAP5

Strong  M(ν) − β degeneracy



1- & 2-σ 
WMAP5/7
likelihhod
ellypses

Black triangles:
A models

spectra though
n-body simulations

Then compared
with W-models
(constant w)

at z=0,0.5,1,2

Part 1

Sampling models

through N-body

simulations

Shift of likelihood
ellipses on
wo-wa plane

passing from

WMAP5+  to
WMAP7+

w(z)=wo+wa(1-a)



Upper limits on 

Mν = Σ mν (95% C.L.)

eV93

2 ∑
=Ω

ν

ν

m
h

w<-1
no longer related

to neutrino mass

Mν−β
degeneracy

in jeopardy ?

Mν = Σmν
(95% CL)

w = -1 w = const ≠ -1

WMAP 1.3   eV 1.6   eV

WMAP+BAO+HST 0.58 eV 1.3   eV

WMAP+LRG+HST 0.44 eV 0.71 eV

WMAP+BAO+SNIa 0.71 eV 0.91 eV
Komatsu et al. 2010



LRG

Large Scale 

Structure

from new

SDSS  data

Apparently

critical in

modifying

likelihood

distribution





CMB data only effects of SDSS                      whole data sets



2dF

The power spectrum of the galaxy distribution has been

determined from the survey using a direct FFT-based technique

(Percival et al. 2001) over the range in wavenumber

0.02 < k < 0.15 h Mpc^{-1},

SDSS

Halofit

expressions widely

exploited in param.

determination



Discrepances between

parameter recovery
using Halofit or
true n-body simulations

Plot for hypothetical
tomographic WL exp.

l ~200 non-linearity begins

at ~1000,  50% errors

From 
Casarini, LaVacca, Amendola, Maccio’,
2010 (in preparation)







1D  likelihood distributions

RP                                          SUGRA          

Notice also higher

values for Λ scale allowed

(however highly undetermined)



KATRIN prior for neutrinos with mass 0.3 eV falls in the top likelihood area



HM-like neutrino  mass  prior does not yield strong  likelihood decrease

would imply CDM-DE coupling quasi-detection



Conclusions

•Fresh CMB  data  do  not alter  degeneration

•Actual new constraints from SDSS survey

•Procedure to work out spectra from SDSS involves

Halo model and HALOFIT expressions

(a bias in favor of LCDM?)

•Results almost independent from potential shape

•[SUGRA & RP describe rapidly & slowly varying w(z)]

•Constraints on scale Λ eased

•Known discrepancy 2dF-SDSS 

related to coupling neglect ?

MMC models would however

ease fine-tuning & coincidence

Coupling interpretations ?

•Single substance ?

•Inverse process of inflationary

reheating ? 

Density  parameter
evolution in  MMC
SUGRA  models


